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Add complete usability and extreme functionality to your 

next desktop application with the depth and breadth our 

Windows Forms UI controls. Infragistics Windows Forms 

continues to make strides in user experience with the latest 

Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Office® 2010 and Office® 2013 

styles. 
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Installation 

Downloading Download Infragistics Windows Forms here. 

 

What’s Changed 

Components Product Impact Description 

Infragistics Excel Engine Bug Fix System.ArgumentException is raised upon loading Excel. 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue in the Excel library where the cell style names with some characters were not 
loaded correctly. 

WinChart Bug Fix The "DataItemOver" event, which related to displaying a tooltip at appropriate location, does 
not get raised. 

WinMaskedEdit Bug Fix Character validation using UltraValidator in MaskedEdit control shows slow performs. 

WinGanttView Bug Fix The duration of the tasks is not updated in the database, when it is changed by dragging. 

WinGanttView Bug Fix When the task progress bar is partially visible, it resizes when the form is resized. 

WinGrid Bug Fix The unselected cells display as selected (highlighted) when a cell in the fixed column area is 
being dragged. 

WinGrid Bug Fix Column auto-sizing for some values does not adjust the "CharacterCasing" property. 

WinGrid Bug Fix Unable to resize column (dragging cell border from left to right) onto the secondary screen. 

http://www.infragistics.com/dotnet/netadvantage/winforms.aspx#Downloads
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WinGrid Bug Fix Filter by format with currency does not work 
 
Notes: 
In order to handle all of the various filtering cases, the “FilterComparisonStyle” property on the 
UltraGridColumn/UltraGridOverride has been revamped adding a new enumeration value. This 
property now allows to determine how filtering is handled on the column.  By default, the grid 
compares the actual on-screen cell text to the filter value. If it fails, the grid will call ToString() 
on the cell's Value and compare the raw unformatted text to the comparison operand. If either 
succeeds, the row will be considered a match. The "FilterComparisonStyle" property can be set 
to "DisplayTextOnly" or "ValueOnly", in which case only one of the comparisons will be made. 
 
Note that this property only applies to non-quantitative comparisons (StartWith, Contains, 
EndWith) as opposed to quantitative comparisons (Equals, Greaterthan, LessThan). 

WinGrid Bug Fix The "BeforeRowUpdate" event raises twice when right-clicking on a row selector. 

WinCombo Bug Fix Disabled rows are selected when scrolling through the values with the mouse wheel. 

WinGridDocumentExpo
rter 

Bug Fix An ArgumentException is raised when the exporting is cancelled and then started again with a 
new instance of the form, exporter and grid. 

WinFormattedTextEdito
r 

Bug Fix Caret is visible while it is located under the scrollbar. 

WinDayView Bug Fix The horizontal scrollbar does not appear when selecting more days (using the mouse) than 
what is in view. 

WinTimeLineView Bug Fix The "Owner" object remain in memory after being removed. 

WinToolbarsManager Bug Fix The “Help” button is not visible on the form caption with Office 2013 style. 

WinToolbarsManager Bug Fix Maximized form appears larger than the screen size when "IsGlassSupported" property is 
disabled, or the style is set to Office2013. 

WinToolbarsManager Bug Fix When the Show() method is called on a child form  that has its "TopLevel" and 
"Office2007UICompatability" disabled, and the ribbon Style is set to “Office2013”, the child 
form still displays its border. 

WinToolbarsManager Bug Fix The Office 2013 Ribbon “Pager” button still remains visible when clicked at its leftmost or 
rightmost position. 
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